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Abstract—Gathering and processing data for performance and
fault management continues to be a burning issue, from LTE
operations and maintenance point of view. Regarding the Evolved
Packet Core (EPC), this is especially true, since it has newly
defined interfaces, with new protocols - some of them are even
ciphered. Network-wide data capture and analysis for the EPC
requires new processing methods. These would allow operators to
correlate control and user plane information of various interfaces
and protocols. There are many obstacles to overcome here,
including ciphered control messages and global identifiers hidden
by temporary ones. This paper presents a system for S1AP
session data record assembling, it shows what key parameters
are needed to be extracted in order to enable expert analysis.
The deciphering mechanism is especially important here, hence
we discuss how its success affects analysis results. We present Call
Data Record assembling methods for various scenarios - such as
network attachments or tracking area changes. Furthermore, this
paper presents the methods for gathering cross-correlated data on
specific fault management use-cases, especially for unsuccessful
voice calls.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS data traffic is increasing exponentially
worldwide [1]. Supporting and managing this growth

of traffic on the signaling links poses a great challenge to
the operators. Fault management - especially the detection
and the root cause analysis of failures - has become very
complex, and requires deep telecommunications knowledge.
Magyar Telekom - the Hungarian subsidiary of the Deutsche
Telekom Group - is facing a milestone in its operation, when
introducing voice calls over its 4G network - or in other
terms, the Voice over LTE (VoLTE) [2] service. One of the
key information-exchange points of 4G call establishment is
the S1-MME interface (between eNodeB and MME entities;
see Fig. 1). Various important elements of 4G call procedures
can be observed at this interface - hence its monitoring is
critical from the operator’s point of view. On this interface,
the role of the S1 Application Protocol (S1AP) [3] is essential
when introducing the 4G voice call feature. The monitoring
of this interface is important from the Voice over LTE ser-
vice assurance point of view. Passive monitoring is supposed
to be lossless: when the links are tapped, and the probes
receive data in a non-intrusive manner, they cannot ask for
resending anything. What they missed seeing, they have lost
capturing. Based on the monitoring data, engineers can support
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performance management, network optimization, as well as
failure detection, which is one of the most important tasks
for operations and maintenance. This paper discusses the
requirements and the functions of an S1AP monitoring system,
which is under deployment. Furthermore, the paper presents
some practical use-cases on call tracing with deciphering
issues, as well.

II. MONITORING THE LTE EVOLVED PACKET CORE

Before discussing the monitoring requirements, this section
briefly summarizes the main functions of LTE EPC nodes,
and lists the interfaces among them. Parts of LTE network
monitoring are discussed in the scientific community; however
papers that are sharing actual methodologies and results appear
very rarely. The motivations and fundamental challenges of
LTE monitoring are discussed in [8]. The basics of network
monitoring applied to LTE core system monitoring are sum-
marized in [9]. In [10] the authors describe protocol decoders
for LTE, and raise similar issues that our current paper raises
and solves.There are also descriptions availale for complete
performance management solutions for the backhaul [12] and
for end-to-end services [11] – these use the results of LTE
EPC monitoring systems, for which an example is presented
in the current paper. A CDR synthesis-system for the S1-
MME interface is described in [13] – this system shares the
fundamentals with the SGA system described in the following
sections.

Fig. 1. The architectural elements and interfaces of the LTE EPC
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performance management, network optimization, as well as
failure detection, which is one of the most important tasks
for operations and maintenance. This paper discusses the
requirements and the functions of an S1AP monitoring system,
which is under deployment. Furthermore, the paper presents
some practical use-cases on call tracing with deciphering
issues, as well.

II. MONITORING THE LTE EVOLVED PACKET CORE

Before discussing the monitoring requirements, this section
briefly summarizes the main functions of LTE EPC nodes,
and lists the interfaces among them. Parts of LTE network
monitoring are discussed in the scientific community; however
papers that are sharing actual methodologies and results appear
very rarely. The motivations and fundamental challenges of
LTE monitoring are discussed in [8]. The basics of network
monitoring applied to LTE core system monitoring are sum-
marized in [9]. In [10] the authors describe protocol decoders
for LTE, and raise similar issues that our current paper raises
and solves.There are also descriptions availale for complete
performance management solutions for the backhaul [12] and
for end-to-end services [11] – these use the results of LTE
EPC monitoring systems, for which an example is presented
in the current paper. A CDR synthesis-system for the S1-
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sections.
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Fig. 1. The architectural elements and interfaces of the LTE EPC
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Fig. 2. Monitoring architecture for S1AP CDR creation within the SGA-7N Monitoring System [7]

A. LTE EPC Architecture

The LTE Evolved Packet Core (EPC) [4] comprises merely
packet switched network elements; it only supports the legacy
circuit switched functions through IP-based packet transfer.
Fig. 1 depicts the architecture of the LTE Evolved Packet Core
- and the defined interfaces in between its elements.

MME (Mobility Management Entity): The MME lies on the
border of the EPC and EUTRAN (Evolved Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System Terrestrial Radio Access Net-
work) - and is mainly responsible for mobility-management.
Its main functions include controlling handovers between
eNodeBs (Evolved NodeB, Base Station), SGW (Serving
Gateways) or MMEs, connecting to HSS (Home Subscriber
Server), user identification, authentication and controlling the
roaming functions. MME registers and handles the User
Equipment (UE) in his own area, registers where the UE is
located, either exactly at eNodeB level (if communication is
active), or within a Tracking Area (TA), which is designated
to a group of eNodeBs (in case of passive UE, no active
connection is needed).

SGW (Serving Gateway): The SGW is responsible for
user traffic stream handling, and controlling the allocation of
resource capacities, the changes or deletion of sessions and
finishing IP connections. From the eNodeB point of view,
it is a fix, anchor node through which the core network
elements can be accessed. Furthermore, the SGW controls the
User Plane tunnels with GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) [5],
although this can be also guided by the MME or the PGW -
depending on the process rules.

PGW (Packet Data Network Gateway): PGW can be seen
as an edge node of the EPC, since it ensures the connections to
external data networks (e.g., the Internet or a private corporate
network) and handles the UE’s data traffic that is entering
or leaving the core network. Besides, it offers interfaces for
further functions such as QoS control or billing.

HSS (Home Subscriber Server): HSS takes the roles of
HLR/AuC (Home Location Register/Authentication Centre)

in the LTE network. It can be seen as the ultimate data
storage that contains the subscribers’ service-related data. The
HSS stores the subscribers’ profile, containing the enabled
services and access (e.g. allowed roaming services to external
networks). It is mainly responsible for access management and
authentication, and it also registers the subscribers’ position
within the network. The HSS cooperates with the MME in all
UE-related change events that are administered by the EPC.

PCRF (Policy and Charging Rules Function): Based on
its predefined policies and QoS-related rules, the PCRF sends
control information to the PGW. This piece of information is
called "Policy Control and Charging rules", and it is exchanged
between the PCRF and the PGW when a new bearer is set up,
e.g. in case new UE activates new PDP to the network or
a new UE requires a data plane bearer with a different QoS
policy.

B. Monitoring functions

The core network of Magyar Telekom is overseen by the
SGA-7N network monitoring system, developed by AITIA
International Inc.[6]. The main aim of this monitoring is failure
detection and analysis. Further uses include generating key
performance indicators on network segments and servicing
scenarios, detecting and real-time filtering of fraudulent cases,
assembling session- and call-data records for further analysis.
The special hardware of the monitoring probes connects to all
sorts of network interfaces from E1 to Multi-Gigabit Ethernet,
and it also ensures high-precision time-stamping. Lossless
traffic capture and real-time data processing and traffic analysis
are key features of network monitoring. The connection is
passive (non-intrusive), and control-plane traffic is collected
bit-by-bit; then, it is stored and pre-processed to allow further
analysis. The monitoring system creates signaling statistics,
session- and call-data records, allows run real-time call tracing
based on the collected data, and enables post-processing for
further investigations.

3

III. SESSION DATA RECORDS OF THE S1AP INTERFACE

The S1AP-CDR system is part of the SGA-7N monitoring
systems. It assembles records from the S1AP traffic, the
control messages exchanged between the eNodeBs and MMEs.
The architectural view of the functional elements for CDR-
creation can be seen in Fig. 2.

When capturing the traffic, the Sga-PaDi (Packet Distrib-
utor) on the monitoring probes passes the packets to the
SgaS1APFilter module for separating the non-S1AP traffic
traversing on the link. The messages are collected by the
Roller function, which combines the messages arriving from
different monitors. During the next step, the Sorter receives
the records where the traffic will be ordered - based on time-
stamp. Thanks to the buffer before and after the Sorter, this
part can be stopped and started anytime without losing any
packets. The chronologically ordered packets are transferred
to the Assembler, where S1AP-CDR records get generated. In
order to avoid data loss before stopping the Assembler, status
saving is required. With this, we can also avoid disturbing
transient effects during the restart. The generated S1AP-CDR
records then become readable and searchable also.

A. S1AP CDR Assembling

In order to understand the necessities of CDR assembly we
have to look into the details of "Filter" and "Assembler".

SgaS1AP Filter: The Filter is aimed to decrease the traffic
between the nodes with passing over merely the relevant
packets. This module receives traffic from Sga-PaDi, separates
Paging and non-Paging messages from the S1AP traffic and
generates groups from Paging messages. The filtered S1AP
traffic is forwarded to the SgaRoller and logs in .csv format
the counters periodically (e.g. every 15 minutes).

SgaS1AP Assembler: This module owns the advanced logic
of assembling session data records from individual messages
[7]. It selects the processable S1AP messages and associates
them with each other, by using their contained identifiers:
mme-ue-s1ap-id and enb-ue-s1ap-id. The S1AP connection
can be clearly identified between the MME and eNodeB -
based on these parameters, within a specific time-range. It
associates the S1AP/Paging messages to the connections using
the M-TMSI (MME-Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity).
The associated messages are written into records, together with
the corresponding IMSI. This latter association comes from
the information gathered from the central Key-Servers, which
connect ciphering keys and IMSIs from S6a, as well as Gr
and Gn interfaces. The internal processes of CDR assembling
can be fully traced with the help of internal counters, which
are logged and recorded as 15 min records in .csv format.

B. Presentation of S1AP CDRs

The CDR Viewer is the visualization part of the Sga-7N
network monitoring system. The database can be searched
with different parameters of various protocols, including
BSSAP/RANAP, SGsAP, S1AP and GTP. The main features
are the following:

• by default only the basic CDR parameters are shown,

• the CDR details appear when clicking on the chosen
record,

• presentation can be configured so that it shows or hides
various traffic parameters,

• changes can be saved to ASCII TEXT, CSV, RTF and
HTML format,

• sophisticated authentication in the hidden attributes.
With the "Get messages" request, the messages that were

assembled together for the CDR get shown in a protocol de-
coder view (which also has a bit-by-bit viewer). This function
is provided by the Sga Message Viewer, the ultimate protocol
decoder that belongs to the monitoring system.

C. Ciphering issues

During the S1-MME interface monitoring it is very helpful
for the operators to be able to search exactly the IMSI and
to show all corresponding control messages. To do this we
also need to decrypt the encryption on the interface. Currently,
commercial 4G voice calls are not supported in the Magyar
Telekom network yet, CS fallback is used instead for handling
calls. To do this, the UE has to change radio access type to 3G
or 2G. This is hard to monitor mainly because the encryption
keys are transmitted inside the combo MME-SGSN node.
Monitoring the outside interfaces of the Core nodes, GTP,
MAP (Mobile Application Part) and DIAMETER messages
are received and by saving all IMSI-key exchange, these
encryptions can be cleared [7]. The decryption and ordering
of different encryptions is a complex problem. To validate
the final solution AITIA [7] implemented a specific software
tool for manual decryption, that can be used with the help of
the proper, saved keys. The software requires the following
parameters, based on an "Attach" event [4]:

• CK (Ciphering Key), IK (Integrity Key), AUTN (Au-
thentication Key)

• MCC (Mobile Country Code), MNC (Mobile Network
Code): basic network identifiers,

• Based on the identifiers calculating the KASME
• Integrity and ciphering algorithm (based mainly on

EIA1/EEA1)
• Input: the file which we want to decrypt
• Output: where we would like to save the results
• check MAC (Medium Access Control) and decode:

validation and decoding
To decrypt the TAU (Tracking Area Update) messages we need
different parameters, after the IK and CK, NonceMME and
NonceUE parameters are also requested (see Fig. 3). Let’s
examine some cases where is a need to use the encryption
keys, and to use the SGA4MD software to find the user records
on the S1AP interface [8].

First Example, Basic event

User attaches to the 4G network and the MME requires a
key [7].

1, On the HLR-HSS connection SAI (Send Authentication
Info) messages originating from the MME should be
searched.
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Fig. 2. Monitoring architecture for S1AP CDR creation within the SGA-7N Monitoring System [7]
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To decrypt the TAU (Tracking Area Update) messages we need
different parameters, after the IK and CK, NonceMME and
NonceUE parameters are also requested (see Fig. 3). Let’s
examine some cases where is a need to use the encryption
keys, and to use the SGA4MD software to find the user records
on the S1AP interface [8].

First Example, Basic event

User attaches to the 4G network and the MME requires a
key [7].

1, On the HLR-HSS connection SAI (Send Authentication
Info) messages originating from the MME should be
searched.
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2, On the S1AP the attached messages should be paired;
the easiest way is to search the appropriate XRES (Ex-
pected Response) in the ACRS (Accounting Requests)
messages.

3, To get the full ACRS, choose the full S1AP dialog.

Second example, Attach case

User connects to 4G, but SGSN-MME receives the key
earlier during a 3G attach. In some cases the key cannot be
seen because of the combined SGSN-MME node. The original
key-exchange can be monitored merely on the SGSN-HLR
MAP connection [7].

1, On S1AP, Attach messages should be searched. These
contain two kinds of TMSIs (Temporary Mobile
Subscriber Identifier). Choose the one in the "Old
GUTI"(Globally Unique Temporary ID).

2, Search for this on GTP among the "SGSN Ctxt" and
"Identity" messages. For this example, the Identity mes-
sage should be searched. It is possible that there is no
match, again, because of the combined SGSN-MME.

3, Choose the whole S1AP dialogue of the Attach.
4, If there is ACRS among the messages, the new key

should be searched (a) in GTP messages, or (b) in the
HLR-HSS connection. The authentication vector can
be found based on XRES; and the KASME can be
calculated.

5, For the first part of the S1AP message exchange the
first key, whereas for the last part of the S1AP message
exchange the second key should be used.

6, It is not easy to find the original key: the M-TMSI
sharing is encrypted on S1AP, hence it cannot be read.

7, In order to decrypt, the GTP search should be based
on GTP-TEID filter; the "Create"-s according to IMSI
and the search for those TEIDs on the S1AP should be
issued.

Third example, Tracking Area case

1, There can be at least two kinds of searches: either (a)
"SGSN ctxt transfer" search on GTP, or (b) TAU search
on S1AP.

(a) Let’s search on the GTP SGSN ctxt transfer to
the MME direction. The search is not trivial, because
we can see also the 3G-3G change [7]. The solution
is to check the MME-SGSN nodes, because they have
different IP addresses, so the filtering of the search is
simplified.

(b) To filter the search for those TAUs on S1AP,
we need such TAUs that have the same NAS Key Set
ID.

2, Based on the earlier two cases (a) and (b), we have
to search the messages travelling through the other
protocol. This time - similarly to the Attach-case -
we need the retransformed P-TMSI (Packet-Temporary
Mobile Subscriber Identifier) from the Old GUTI.

3, Based on the actual keys seen on the GTP (CK, IK) and
the TAU message containing the NonceUE parameter,
the KASME key can be derived. In case of Handover,
the Sec Mode command message is necessary, because
it contains NonceU and NonceMME fields together.

IV. ANALYSIS METHODS FOR S1AP CDRS

In some cases, the S1AP CDRs are assembled irregu-
larly; this is marked by the assembler through writing error-
messages. These have to be investigated. In order to carry out
the investigation, deep knowledge is needed about the network
architecture, the S1AP protocol itself, and some experience of
the S1AP collecting software’s operation. In the following we
demonstrate some typically irregular scenarios of the CDR
assembly procedure.

Incomplete - Release

Cases belonging here start with "Incomplete" and close with
"Release" messages of the S1AP CDR assembling procedure.
During the process, we receive packets after the closed con-
nection, which was not included into the CDR#1 - and a new
record was opened for CDR#2. The message was received
very close in time to the DelayedClosedTimeout, but not
exceeding eg. DelayedClosedTimeout = 5s. As an example: a
lot of messages were received within 4,947s. After changing
DelayedClosedTimeout = 6s, we decreased the number of such
irregularities with one magnitude - which is a good result [7].

Incomplete - Error

Further investigating the cases of messages starting with
Incomplete, we focused on the CDRs closed with "error".
In case of Incomplete-Error CDRs, the CDR#1 completion
is prevented by a different CDR, because the eNodeB-MME
reference IDs got modified. During the investigation we found,
that although the IDs got modified, later we have received
messages with the original reference IDs. After modifying the
assembling procedure to hold the old IDs for a longer period,
the problem was eliminated.

5

Fig. 4. Workflow of the call analysis.

No Paging

Some S1AP CDRs were opened with "No paging", which
means they opened without an initial paging. Based on the
standard this should not happen, because at the first step of
S1AP establishment the MME sends paging to the eNodeB,
based on the M-TMSI. The irregular CDR assembling proce-
dure looked like the following: during a not-closed transaction,
the eNodeB sent an InitialUEMessage to the MME. (The
InitialUeMessage is normally the second message after the
paging, and its purpose is to establish the data connection
between the UE and the core network). In the examined cases
there were no initial paging messages, because there was an
active, not-closed connection. This resulted in a seemingly
irregular CDR assembly scenario. There are two conclusions
of this example: (1) it validates the right behavior of the CDR
creation, because such cases are not standard, and (2) it occurs
only in few cases, meaning that this can be caused by user
equipment error.

V. USE CASES

Compared to the examined calls we should investigate the
control traffic on the most important links. During these calls
we know only one identifier in the beginning - such as the
MSISDN. The first step is to find messages that carry that
identifier (in the given time-range), and then to look for
further, important, maybe temporary identifiers within those
messages. In the further steps we can then initiate searches

for those temporary identifiers, to find the corresponding S1AP
signaling information.

A. Everything is normal

As a first case we present a successful call scenario. Since
we know the MSISDN, the IMSI can be found in the MSS-
HLR link, as can be seen in the output depicted by Fig. 5.
In the next step, the GTP identifiers were collected - based
on IMSI - in the MME-SGW interface. Thanks to the GTP
identifiers, the required signaling packets can be matched
on the S1 interface. As the output shows, the paging was
successfully sent.

B. Erroneous case

In this example our test voice-call was unsuccessful: it
got forwarded to voice-mail, however we know the user was
reachable during that time. Regarding the operator’s work,
the search was similar to the previously illustrated case. At
first, we found the IMSI on the MSS-HLR link (by using
the MSISDN and the time as the search criteria), then based
on the GTP identifier, we found an interesting message (see
typesetted, timestamped).

Paging was sent, but still we received an "Ue unreachable"
message. There can be many reasons for this, including UE
failure, loss of coverage, etc.. Although this method helps us
to investigate a lot of similar issues, the greatest problem still
remains the parallel search on a lot of links. This requires a
lot of time, and not just tens of minutes but even some hours
could be needed for a proper examination.

C. Automating the fault management process

The analysis of one complete call includes data gathering
and investigation from all the links that can be associated
with the different aspects of call establishment. This requires
a lot of time and deep knowledge of the system interfaces.
Investigation of one failure requires hours of work; however
with S1AP monitoring, we will have the opportunity to get all
data from the links at once - by only knowing one identifier.
Automating this requires of course some development, but it
makes the work of the operator’s engineers more comfortable
and effective. Fig. 4 presents an automated analysis method,
where one request can fire off sequential, automated oper-
ations. This starts with only one known parameter (IMSI),
and provides a trace result that includes all related messages.
Analysis time can be decreased with at least one order of
magnitude – when compared to the above described, mostly
by using a manual method that involves the intensive usage
of the CDR Viewer.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper is focusing on monitoring and analysis of
the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), in order to provide traf-
fic analysis methods for the Voice over LTE service. After
briefly summarizing the elements of the LTE EPC, we briefly
discussed the requirements and a solution for network-wide
traffic monitoring in the core. Furthermore, there are some
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2, On the S1AP the attached messages should be paired;
the easiest way is to search the appropriate XRES (Ex-
pected Response) in the ACRS (Accounting Requests)
messages.

3, To get the full ACRS, choose the full S1AP dialog.

Second example, Attach case

User connects to 4G, but SGSN-MME receives the key
earlier during a 3G attach. In some cases the key cannot be
seen because of the combined SGSN-MME node. The original
key-exchange can be monitored merely on the SGSN-HLR
MAP connection [7].

1, On S1AP, Attach messages should be searched. These
contain two kinds of TMSIs (Temporary Mobile
Subscriber Identifier). Choose the one in the "Old
GUTI"(Globally Unique Temporary ID).

2, Search for this on GTP among the "SGSN Ctxt" and
"Identity" messages. For this example, the Identity mes-
sage should be searched. It is possible that there is no
match, again, because of the combined SGSN-MME.

3, Choose the whole S1AP dialogue of the Attach.
4, If there is ACRS among the messages, the new key

should be searched (a) in GTP messages, or (b) in the
HLR-HSS connection. The authentication vector can
be found based on XRES; and the KASME can be
calculated.

5, For the first part of the S1AP message exchange the
first key, whereas for the last part of the S1AP message
exchange the second key should be used.

6, It is not easy to find the original key: the M-TMSI
sharing is encrypted on S1AP, hence it cannot be read.

7, In order to decrypt, the GTP search should be based
on GTP-TEID filter; the "Create"-s according to IMSI
and the search for those TEIDs on the S1AP should be
issued.

Third example, Tracking Area case

1, There can be at least two kinds of searches: either (a)
"SGSN ctxt transfer" search on GTP, or (b) TAU search
on S1AP.

(a) Let’s search on the GTP SGSN ctxt transfer to
the MME direction. The search is not trivial, because
we can see also the 3G-3G change [7]. The solution
is to check the MME-SGSN nodes, because they have
different IP addresses, so the filtering of the search is
simplified.

(b) To filter the search for those TAUs on S1AP,
we need such TAUs that have the same NAS Key Set
ID.

2, Based on the earlier two cases (a) and (b), we have
to search the messages travelling through the other
protocol. This time - similarly to the Attach-case -
we need the retransformed P-TMSI (Packet-Temporary
Mobile Subscriber Identifier) from the Old GUTI.

3, Based on the actual keys seen on the GTP (CK, IK) and
the TAU message containing the NonceUE parameter,
the KASME key can be derived. In case of Handover,
the Sec Mode command message is necessary, because
it contains NonceU and NonceMME fields together.

IV. ANALYSIS METHODS FOR S1AP CDRS

In some cases, the S1AP CDRs are assembled irregu-
larly; this is marked by the assembler through writing error-
messages. These have to be investigated. In order to carry out
the investigation, deep knowledge is needed about the network
architecture, the S1AP protocol itself, and some experience of
the S1AP collecting software’s operation. In the following we
demonstrate some typically irregular scenarios of the CDR
assembly procedure.

Incomplete - Release

Cases belonging here start with "Incomplete" and close with
"Release" messages of the S1AP CDR assembling procedure.
During the process, we receive packets after the closed con-
nection, which was not included into the CDR#1 - and a new
record was opened for CDR#2. The message was received
very close in time to the DelayedClosedTimeout, but not
exceeding eg. DelayedClosedTimeout = 5s. As an example: a
lot of messages were received within 4,947s. After changing
DelayedClosedTimeout = 6s, we decreased the number of such
irregularities with one magnitude - which is a good result [7].

Incomplete - Error

Further investigating the cases of messages starting with
Incomplete, we focused on the CDRs closed with "error".
In case of Incomplete-Error CDRs, the CDR#1 completion
is prevented by a different CDR, because the eNodeB-MME
reference IDs got modified. During the investigation we found,
that although the IDs got modified, later we have received
messages with the original reference IDs. After modifying the
assembling procedure to hold the old IDs for a longer period,
the problem was eliminated.
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No Paging

Some S1AP CDRs were opened with "No paging", which
means they opened without an initial paging. Based on the
standard this should not happen, because at the first step of
S1AP establishment the MME sends paging to the eNodeB,
based on the M-TMSI. The irregular CDR assembling proce-
dure looked like the following: during a not-closed transaction,
the eNodeB sent an InitialUEMessage to the MME. (The
InitialUeMessage is normally the second message after the
paging, and its purpose is to establish the data connection
between the UE and the core network). In the examined cases
there were no initial paging messages, because there was an
active, not-closed connection. This resulted in a seemingly
irregular CDR assembly scenario. There are two conclusions
of this example: (1) it validates the right behavior of the CDR
creation, because such cases are not standard, and (2) it occurs
only in few cases, meaning that this can be caused by user
equipment error.

V. USE CASES

Compared to the examined calls we should investigate the
control traffic on the most important links. During these calls
we know only one identifier in the beginning - such as the
MSISDN. The first step is to find messages that carry that
identifier (in the given time-range), and then to look for
further, important, maybe temporary identifiers within those
messages. In the further steps we can then initiate searches

for those temporary identifiers, to find the corresponding S1AP
signaling information.

A. Everything is normal

As a first case we present a successful call scenario. Since
we know the MSISDN, the IMSI can be found in the MSS-
HLR link, as can be seen in the output depicted by Fig. 5.
In the next step, the GTP identifiers were collected - based
on IMSI - in the MME-SGW interface. Thanks to the GTP
identifiers, the required signaling packets can be matched
on the S1 interface. As the output shows, the paging was
successfully sent.

B. Erroneous case

In this example our test voice-call was unsuccessful: it
got forwarded to voice-mail, however we know the user was
reachable during that time. Regarding the operator’s work,
the search was similar to the previously illustrated case. At
first, we found the IMSI on the MSS-HLR link (by using
the MSISDN and the time as the search criteria), then based
on the GTP identifier, we found an interesting message (see
typesetted, timestamped).

Paging was sent, but still we received an "Ue unreachable"
message. There can be many reasons for this, including UE
failure, loss of coverage, etc.. Although this method helps us
to investigate a lot of similar issues, the greatest problem still
remains the parallel search on a lot of links. This requires a
lot of time, and not just tens of minutes but even some hours
could be needed for a proper examination.

C. Automating the fault management process

The analysis of one complete call includes data gathering
and investigation from all the links that can be associated
with the different aspects of call establishment. This requires
a lot of time and deep knowledge of the system interfaces.
Investigation of one failure requires hours of work; however
with S1AP monitoring, we will have the opportunity to get all
data from the links at once - by only knowing one identifier.
Automating this requires of course some development, but it
makes the work of the operator’s engineers more comfortable
and effective. Fig. 4 presents an automated analysis method,
where one request can fire off sequential, automated oper-
ations. This starts with only one known parameter (IMSI),
and provides a trace result that includes all related messages.
Analysis time can be decreased with at least one order of
magnitude – when compared to the above described, mostly
by using a manual method that involves the intensive usage
of the CDR Viewer.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper is focusing on monitoring and analysis of
the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), in order to provide traf-
fic analysis methods for the Voice over LTE service. After
briefly summarizing the elements of the LTE EPC, we briefly
discussed the requirements and a solution for network-wide
traffic monitoring in the core. Furthermore, there are some
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13:28:41.870 >694> sendRoutingInfo imsi=21630[XXomittedXX]969 RoamN=3630[XXomittedXX]262
13:28:29.201’553’3 <J92< creat session resp 95CF8055 9F5160E3
13:28:29.196’627’5 >J92> creatsession 95CF8055&AB21E013 21630[XXomittedXX]969
13:28:30.043 <JB1< InitialUEMessage m-tmsi=CA3AE055 enb-ue-s1ap-id=000E34
13:28:29.360 >JB1> Paging m-tmsi=CA3AE055
13:28:30.055 >JB1> InitialContextSetupRequest 9F5160E3
13:29:09.497 <L18< imsi=21630[XXomittedXX]969 UE unreachable

Fig. 5. Signalling on the MAP interface

issues brought up due to the ciphering of most of the S1AP
messages; these need to be deciphered, for which the proper
keys are required to be collected and utilized. Handling this is
a difficult engineering problem, because we have to know the
contexts between the protocols, keys and identifiers. We have
presented a method for S1AP session data record assembling,
the key parameters and the general method for their assembly.
As a main part of the paper, we have showed methods on how
to extract valuable information from these CDRs for various
use cases, including basic events, attach cases or tracking area
related cases. Furthermore we showed analysis methods for
S1AP CDRs for incomplete, or other erroneous cases, and
analysis use cases when the operator only knows a single
identifier (such as the MSISDN), and a time range to search
in. We presented the methods how to gather cross-correlated
data on specific fault management use-cases, especially for
unsuccessful voice calls. It is clear, that some of these analysis
steps can and should be made automatic: we suggest further
development in that direction, too. Developing the network
monitoring system in parallel with the rising expectations of
the customers is very important here.
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issues brought up due to the ciphering of most of the S1AP
messages; these need to be deciphered, for which the proper
keys are required to be collected and utilized. Handling this is
a difficult engineering problem, because we have to know the
contexts between the protocols, keys and identifiers. We have
presented a method for S1AP session data record assembling,
the key parameters and the general method for their assembly.
As a main part of the paper, we have showed methods on how
to extract valuable information from these CDRs for various
use cases, including basic events, attach cases or tracking area
related cases. Furthermore we showed analysis methods for
S1AP CDRs for incomplete, or other erroneous cases, and
analysis use cases when the operator only knows a single
identifier (such as the MSISDN), and a time range to search
in. We presented the methods how to gather cross-correlated
data on specific fault management use-cases, especially for
unsuccessful voice calls. It is clear, that some of these analysis
steps can and should be made automatic: we suggest further
development in that direction, too. Developing the network
monitoring system in parallel with the rising expectations of
the customers is very important here.
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issues brought up due to the ciphering of most of the S1AP
messages; these need to be deciphered, for which the proper
keys are required to be collected and utilized. Handling this is
a difficult engineering problem, because we have to know the
contexts between the protocols, keys and identifiers. We have
presented a method for S1AP session data record assembling,
the key parameters and the general method for their assembly.
As a main part of the paper, we have showed methods on how
to extract valuable information from these CDRs for various
use cases, including basic events, attach cases or tracking area
related cases. Furthermore we showed analysis methods for
S1AP CDRs for incomplete, or other erroneous cases, and
analysis use cases when the operator only knows a single
identifier (such as the MSISDN), and a time range to search
in. We presented the methods how to gather cross-correlated
data on specific fault management use-cases, especially for
unsuccessful voice calls. It is clear, that some of these analysis
steps can and should be made automatic: we suggest further
development in that direction, too. Developing the network
monitoring system in parallel with the rising expectations of
the customers is very important here.
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issues brought up due to the ciphering of most of the S1AP
messages; these need to be deciphered, for which the proper
keys are required to be collected and utilized. Handling this is
a difficult engineering problem, because we have to know the
contexts between the protocols, keys and identifiers. We have
presented a method for S1AP session data record assembling,
the key parameters and the general method for their assembly.
As a main part of the paper, we have showed methods on how
to extract valuable information from these CDRs for various
use cases, including basic events, attach cases or tracking area
related cases. Furthermore we showed analysis methods for
S1AP CDRs for incomplete, or other erroneous cases, and
analysis use cases when the operator only knows a single
identifier (such as the MSISDN), and a time range to search
in. We presented the methods how to gather cross-correlated
data on specific fault management use-cases, especially for
unsuccessful voice calls. It is clear, that some of these analysis
steps can and should be made automatic: we suggest further
development in that direction, too. Developing the network
monitoring system in parallel with the rising expectations of
the customers is very important here.
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issues brought up due to the ciphering of most of the S1AP
messages; these need to be deciphered, for which the proper
keys are required to be collected and utilized. Handling this is
a difficult engineering problem, because we have to know the
contexts between the protocols, keys and identifiers. We have
presented a method for S1AP session data record assembling,
the key parameters and the general method for their assembly.
As a main part of the paper, we have showed methods on how
to extract valuable information from these CDRs for various
use cases, including basic events, attach cases or tracking area
related cases. Furthermore we showed analysis methods for
S1AP CDRs for incomplete, or other erroneous cases, and
analysis use cases when the operator only knows a single
identifier (such as the MSISDN), and a time range to search
in. We presented the methods how to gather cross-correlated
data on specific fault management use-cases, especially for
unsuccessful voice calls. It is clear, that some of these analysis
steps can and should be made automatic: we suggest further
development in that direction, too. Developing the network
monitoring system in parallel with the rising expectations of
the customers is very important here.
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issues brought up due to the ciphering of most of the S1AP
messages; these need to be deciphered, for which the proper
keys are required to be collected and utilized. Handling this is
a difficult engineering problem, because we have to know the
contexts between the protocols, keys and identifiers. We have
presented a method for S1AP session data record assembling,
the key parameters and the general method for their assembly.
As a main part of the paper, we have showed methods on how
to extract valuable information from these CDRs for various
use cases, including basic events, attach cases or tracking area
related cases. Furthermore we showed analysis methods for
S1AP CDRs for incomplete, or other erroneous cases, and
analysis use cases when the operator only knows a single
identifier (such as the MSISDN), and a time range to search
in. We presented the methods how to gather cross-correlated
data on specific fault management use-cases, especially for
unsuccessful voice calls. It is clear, that some of these analysis
steps can and should be made automatic: we suggest further
development in that direction, too. Developing the network
monitoring system in parallel with the rising expectations of
the customers is very important here.
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Autonomous Vehicles and Smart Mobility Related
Technologies
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Abstract—Smart Mobility is associated with a sustainable
mobility performance that in turn affects quality of life. Current
technology makes it possible to compile massive amounts of real-
time data to optimize the urban infrastructure, consequently
improving the efficiency of public transport services, from both
user and service-provider perspectives. The analysis of these
location-based data enables us to determine which services could
be useful for citizens at a certain time, for example, thereby
improving citizens’ ability to navigate the most efficient routes
and modes of travel. Various aspects of technologies that enable
smart mobility in cities, including autonomous vehicles are
presented in this paper.

Index Terms—Smart Mobility, Internet of the Things, Ubiq-
uitous Sensor Technology, Smart Cities, Autonomous Vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

T ransportation, parking and traffic management are
decisive aspects in the characterization of Smart

Cities. Other factors include for example: information and
communication systems; energy efficiency and sustainability
initiatives; citizen engagement and empowerment; open data
and government transparency; public safety and security [1].
Mobility serves as one of the additional classification
categories for Smart Cities that have been defined within
the EU project “European Smart Cities” [2] together with:
economy, people, governance, environment, and living Smart
Cities. To determine if societal needs or technological
trends affect this mentioned selection of parameters, it is
crucial to investigate the role of the citizens, as future users
to find out their needs and guarantee a citizen-friendly
living environment. Taking this into account helps prevent
unnecessary growth and development of undesirable or
useless information and infrastructure, which would only
overwhelm and upset citizens and negatively affect their
quality of life.

The knowledge resulting from the analysis of massive
amounts of data compiled using technology can assist in
the creation of extensive social benefits [3]. Particularly,
digital technologies derived from real-time data optimize
the urban infrastructure, therefore improving efficiency and
effectiveness of citizen navigation. The growing trend towards
ubiquitous information communication that results from
pervasive computing is particularly embodied in today’s smart
devices, which already integrate a variety of cost-efficient
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embedded sensors and facilitate the acquisition of data
to study mobility patterns [4]. Research related to these
location-based data enables us to take a decision about which
services could be useful for citizens in order to improve the
efficiency of public and transport services.

This paper presents various aspects of technologies that
enable a smart, sustainable mobility in cities and is organized
as follows. The upcoming section reviews the state-of-the-
art and related work in the area of Urban Mobility and
Smart Cities. Section III demonstrates the importance of the
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) field. Section IV
introduces Autonomous Vehicles and portrays their role in
Smart Mobility. Concluding thoughts are stated in the final
section of the paper.

II. STATE OF THE ART AND RELATED WORK

A. Smart Cities

Smart Cities are associated with a high quality of life.
Quality of life is determined through several diverse factors
that include sustainable transport systems, safety and security,
the availability of green open spaces and other basic services.
Other less obvious indicators are actively promoted and
elevated citizen interaction and social inclusion, which can
be embodied by shared public spaces for cultural and sport
activities, for example [7].

The European Initiative on Smart Cities aims to support
cities and regions in taking ambitious measures to progress by
2020 towards a 40% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
through sustainable use and production of energy [8].
Similarly, the European Innovation Partnership on Smart
Cities and Communities (EIP-SCC) intends to develop
collaborative and participatory approaches for cities, industry
and citizens to improve urban life through sustainable
solutions. This includes more efficient use of energy,
transport, and Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT), thereby reducing overall energy demand and increasing
the use of renewable energy sources [9]. There are already
over 14 European projects that have their focus in the sectors
“Energy”, “Transport & Mobility” or “ICT” that resulted
from this European Partnership [10]. Energy-related aspects
are addressed by 9 of the 14, while 3 cover all the areas
Energy, Transport & Mobility and ICTs. In the context of
transportation, the European FP7 program already funded
projects that addressed sustainable management of urban
waste [11] or intelligent urban bus systems [12].
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I. INTRODUCTION

T ransportation, parking and traffic management are
decisive aspects in the characterization of Smart

Cities. Other factors include for example: information and
communication systems; energy efficiency and sustainability
initiatives; citizen engagement and empowerment; open data
and government transparency; public safety and security [1].
Mobility serves as one of the additional classification
categories for Smart Cities that have been defined within
the EU project “European Smart Cities” [2] together with:
economy, people, governance, environment, and living Smart
Cities. To determine if societal needs or technological
trends affect this mentioned selection of parameters, it is
crucial to investigate the role of the citizens, as future users
to find out their needs and guarantee a citizen-friendly
living environment. Taking this into account helps prevent
unnecessary growth and development of undesirable or
useless information and infrastructure, which would only
overwhelm and upset citizens and negatively affect their
quality of life.

The knowledge resulting from the analysis of massive
amounts of data compiled using technology can assist in
the creation of extensive social benefits [3]. Particularly,
digital technologies derived from real-time data optimize
the urban infrastructure, therefore improving efficiency and
effectiveness of citizen navigation. The growing trend towards
ubiquitous information communication that results from
pervasive computing is particularly embodied in today’s smart
devices, which already integrate a variety of cost-efficient
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embedded sensors and facilitate the acquisition of data
to study mobility patterns [4]. Research related to these
location-based data enables us to take a decision about which
services could be useful for citizens in order to improve the
efficiency of public and transport services.

This paper presents various aspects of technologies that
enable a smart, sustainable mobility in cities and is organized
as follows. The upcoming section reviews the state-of-the-
art and related work in the area of Urban Mobility and
Smart Cities. Section III demonstrates the importance of the
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) field. Section IV
introduces Autonomous Vehicles and portrays their role in
Smart Mobility. Concluding thoughts are stated in the final
section of the paper.

II. STATE OF THE ART AND RELATED WORK

A. Smart Cities

Smart Cities are associated with a high quality of life.
Quality of life is determined through several diverse factors
that include sustainable transport systems, safety and security,
the availability of green open spaces and other basic services.
Other less obvious indicators are actively promoted and
elevated citizen interaction and social inclusion, which can
be embodied by shared public spaces for cultural and sport
activities, for example [7].

The European Initiative on Smart Cities aims to support
cities and regions in taking ambitious measures to progress by
2020 towards a 40% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
through sustainable use and production of energy [8].
Similarly, the European Innovation Partnership on Smart
Cities and Communities (EIP-SCC) intends to develop
collaborative and participatory approaches for cities, industry
and citizens to improve urban life through sustainable
solutions. This includes more efficient use of energy,
transport, and Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT), thereby reducing overall energy demand and increasing
the use of renewable energy sources [9]. There are already
over 14 European projects that have their focus in the sectors
“Energy”, “Transport & Mobility” or “ICT” that resulted
from this European Partnership [10]. Energy-related aspects
are addressed by 9 of the 14, while 3 cover all the areas
Energy, Transport & Mobility and ICTs. In the context of
transportation, the European FP7 program already funded
projects that addressed sustainable management of urban
waste [11] or intelligent urban bus systems [12].
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